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The Roper Center for Public Opinion
Research is the world’s leading educa-
tional facility in the field of public
opinion.  Through the maintenance of

the largest existing archives of pub-
lic opinion data, the Center

promotes the intelligent, re-
sponsible, and imagina-

tive use of public opin-
ion in addressing the
issues and concerns
faced by Ameri-
cans and citizens
of other nations.

For over half a cen-
tury, research
companies in the
United States and
abroad have con-

tributed complete
data files from their

national and cross-na-
tional studies to the Roper

Center, making its library
the definitive one in opinion re-

search.  The Center is pleased to be
associated with every leading survey
research company and major media
outlet conducting public opinion polls.
Their generous data contributions are
the lifeblood of the archives.

A Partnership

The University of Connecticut has
been home to the Roper Center since
1977, providing major support for its
growth and development.   Many lead-
ing corporations also make regular
financial contributions to support the
Center and Public Perspective, its na-
tional magazine:

in the Social Sciences

For many people the term “town meet-
ing” evokes the fake nostalgia of a
Norman Rockwell painting (rather
than the more frequent reality of a
bickering session dominated by a few
loudmouths).  This image may be an
important factor in the public percep-
tion of town meetings; in a poll re-
ported in the July/August issue of Pub-
lic Perspective, a plurality of 43% named
town meetings as the best way for
officials to learn what the majority of
people think.  Opinion polls ranked
second, named by 25%.

There are other factors favoring the
idea of town meetings over polls.  At-
tending one is an active, individual
decision.  Responding to a poll is a
reactive accommodation to a stranger’s
request.  You can award yourself
brownie points for the former, but
not for the latter.  Further, the image
of polls may have suffered a decline
over the last 30 years because of the
growth of partisan polling.  The poll-
ing pioneers, Gallup, Crossley and
Roper, took pains to appear politi-
cally neutral, which gave credibility
to their findings.  We now have Demo-
cratic and Republican pollsters whose
results tend to run suspiciously paral-
lel to their affiliations.

In theory at least, a town meeting is a
forum for a great variety of views, and
discussion of their relative merits and
flaws.  In a poll interview, respon-
dents are guided into narrow chan-
nels, both of the subjects covered and
the response alternatives available.
They usually have no opportunity to
say what they would really like to, to
qualify their answers in a way that will
be reflected in the poll results, or to
ask for  clarification of questions they
consider unclear or ambiguous.  For
many people, being polled is a frus-
trating experience.

The media’s strong preference for polls
(52%, versus 25% for town meetings) is
understandable.  It is easier to commu-
nicate simple, numerical results than
summaries of messy town meetings.

Have an opinion?  Perhaps a reply to some-
thing appearing in Public Perspective?
Direct submissions to the editor at
pubper@ropercenter.uconn.edu.  Submissions
should be no more than 750 words.  Authors
will be contacted prior to publication.


